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***

NATO loitering drones murdered two Syrians and wounded twelve others attending the
inauguration of the Aya Sophia Church in Suqaylabiyah City, Hama governate, Syria. The
drones (one, or two, according to different sources) were jammed with explosives, meant to
do the most damage to the church and to the Christians in attendance.

Al Suqaylabiyah is a predominately Greek Orthodox Christian city that has seen several
massacres since the launch of the March 2011 NATO Spring against the indigenous citizenry
of  the  Syrian  Arab  Republic,  by  the  “freedom-loving,”  mostly  foreign,  Wahhabi  takfiri
terrorists.  The  Aya  Sophia  Church  is  part  of  the  Syrian  Greek  Orthodox  community.
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Tweet by Syrian Journalist Lilian Maarouf.

Just hours before the drone bombing of the Suqaylabiyah gathering, the “town of Abu Rasin
and the villages of Rubayat, Matmoura, Umm Haramleh, and Dada Abdal came under heavy
indiscriminate shelling in the early hours of dawn today, Sunday 24 July.” These war crimes
by NATO Erdogan’s criminal Turkish occupiers and various mercenary and militia gangs,
came “fresh from the Tehran Summit,”  once again demonstrating that  all  fingers must  be
counted after shaking hands with the treacherous caliph wannabe.

The NATO drone(s) came from the Erdogan criminally occupied area of terrorists-controlled
Idlib, which on 22 July, had bombed the area with four grad missiles, in what independent
investigative journalist Vanessa Beeley presciently described as an “[a]ttempt to prevent
Aya Sophia opening ceremony Sunday.”

Beeley  was  in  attendance  for  the  ceremony,  and  we  share  several  of  her  videos,
photographs, and tweets.

2 metres further to the right this would have been a massacre of children,
civilians & diplomats, faith leaders.

The "Democratic" terrorist forces now trying to blame #SAA or #Iran.

Al Suqalibiyah #Hama pic.twitter.com/haWSLOgNhD

— vanessa beeley (@VanessaBeeley) July 24, 2022

When the terrorist drone hit today there was panic among teenagers & kids
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from #Sqeilbiyyeh. Russian Orthodox priest from Hmemim base did not panic
or leave, he calmed down terrified children & gathered them together to pass
to adults who took them to safety. pic.twitter.com/J6kvMyDEOu

— vanessa beeley (@VanessaBeeley) July 24, 2022

This statue protected most of us from the blast during the terrorist drone
a t tack  on  Hag ia  Soph ia  and  rema ined  s tand ing  a f t e r  t he
explosion.#Syrian_Arab_Army

Homeland . Honour . Sincerity

Homeland protector. pic.twitter.com/2ohlaYx38m

— vanessa beeley (@VanessaBeeley) July 24, 2022

Syrian Arab Army soldier Hisham Fahd Elias succumbed to his wounds shortly after the
NATO-supporter terrorist bombings.

Almost  twenty-four  hours  after  the most  recent,  deadly,  war  crime against  the Syrian
people,  this  author  notes  that  not  a  single  NATO-affiliated  medium  has  reported  on  the
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deaths and injuries from terrorists’ explosives at the Aya Sophia church ceremony — nor has
any  member  of  the  NATO  junta  ruling  the  United  Nations  uttered  a  single  word  of
condolence, including the esteemed Secretary-General, Antonio Guterres.
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